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Background Information

• WSN has needs similar to other 
information repositories:
– Redundancy
– Fault-tolerance
– Response time
– Availability

• Some issues are specific to WSN:
– Limited storage, bandwidth, power
– Node mobility and location variability



The Problem Statement
“design local distributed storage solutions that require a small
number of communication rounds, independently of the 
network size or diameter.”

• why local storage is the focus
– New approach to snapshot collection
– Save time waiting for external processing
– Local redundancy and fault-tolerance

• why small number is specified
– Conserve power
– Converge quickly

• why net size/diameter is addressed
– Nodes enter & leave at irregular intervals
– Scaling is therefore important
– Solution must be flexible



The Solution Statement
“The solutions…are built up from two layers: a spanning tree 

maintenance protocol, and a load-balanced storage backup 
protocol.” [author’s italics]

• Spanning-trees
– What they are
– Common uses
– Maintenance of the tree



Algorhyme by Radia Perlman

I think that I shall never see
A graph more lovely than a tree.
A tree whose crucial property
Is loop-free connectivity.
A tree which must be sure to span.
So packets can reach every LAN.
First the Root must be selected
By ID it is elected.
Least cost paths from Root are traced
In the tree these paths are placed.
A mesh is made by folks like me
Then bridges find a spanning tree.

Note: Radia Perlman is credited with inventing the spanning tree algorithm

http://research.sun.com/people/mybio.php?uid=28941


Examples of Spanning Trees
Nodes connected as STCollection of nodes

Books on politics TB contagion



Spanning Trees: Common Uses

Prevent loops in switched 
networks 

–CISCO Routers

Determine run time of a 
program 

–Backup programs

Optimize message passing 
–IRC (Yahoo Instant 
Messenger, AIM, etc)

Why is this route blocked?



Maintenance of Spanning Trees

Various ST protocols exist
• Original spanning tree protocol

– Loop-free traversal through all nodes
– Same as a “Minimum Spanning Tree”

• Multiple spanning tree protocol
– VLANs introduce special situations
– Need separate ST for each VLAN

• Rapid spanning tree protocol
– Used by CISCO, e.g.
– Converges faster than standard ST 

algorithm



The Solution Statement
“The solutions…are built up from two layers: a spanning tree 

maintenance protocol, and a load-balanced storage backup 
protocol.” [author’s italics]

• Spanning-trees
– What they are
– Common uses
– Maintenance of the tree

• Load-balanced storage
– Definition of load-balance
– Common examples
– How load-balancing applies to storage



Load-Balanced Storage: Definition

From wikipedia:
In computing, load balancing is a technique used to 
spread work between many processes, computers, 
disks or other resources.

Extrapolating to storage:
• Share the burden of keeping a full 

record of data

What does this mean for WSN?



Load-Balancing: Common Examples

• Tools that manage application switching 
(Radware, e.g.)

• WWW: Redirection, for example popular 
web servers

• Bit-torrent: Spread the download 
burden around

• Example: avoid the “slashdot effect”
(friendly DoS attacks)



How Load-Balancing Applies to WSN Storage

• Snapshot is an image of the network as it 
existed at a certain point in time
– So state of every node is reflected in it

• Snapshots can be stored in different ways
– Nodes individually have a complete snapshot

• Fault tolerant (many copies), high cost
– Parts of snapshot can be shared among several 

nodes
• Think about “tiling” the output of an oversized image onto 

several pieces of 8.5x11 paper
• Low load, harder recovery



Research Approach

• Assume: A deployed sensor net
– Nodes aware of position
– Nodes know neighbors within 1 distance unit
– Nodes can communicate bidirectionally with 

neighbors

• Step 1: Organize the nodes
– Compute Delaunay Triangulation



Delaunay Triangulation: Definition
A Delaunay triangulation is a special type triangulation. Its main characteristic is that for 
each circumscribing circle of a triangle formed by three nodes, no other node of the graph is 
in the interior of the circle. Each node in a Delaunay triangulation has (x,y) coordinates 
which depict a point in the plane. In Figure 1.3, we show a Delaunay triangulation of five 
nodes and the circumscribing circles of some of its triangles.



Delaunay Triangulation: Node Entry



Delaunay Triangulation: Node Exit



Research Approach
• Assume: A deployed sensor net
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– Use edge-extraction algorithm to compute spanning trees

• Multiple methods for edge-extraction (RRTL, RLTR, MinDRTL, 
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• Union of methods reproduces the original Delaunay 
Triangulation



Research Approach: Edge Extraction

Delaunay GraphRandom nodes MaxDLTR

MinDLTR RLTR RRTL
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Research Approach
• Assume: A deployed sensor net

– Nodes aware of position
– Nodes know neighbors within 1 distance unit
– Nodes can communicate bidirectionally with neighbors

• Step 1: Organize the nodes
– Compute Delaunay Triangulation
– Use edge-extraction algorithm to compute spanning trees

• Multiple methods for edge-extraction (RRTL, RLTR, MinDRTL, 
MidDRTL)

• Union of methods reproduces the original Delaunay 
Triangulation

– DFS tree traversal -> virtual ring
• Highly adaptive to node entry/exit

• Step 2: Distributed, dynamic storage mapped to ring
– Snapshots can be temporal or spatial



Dynamic Storage Distribution

• Load Distribution: Storage Backup 
Protocol
– Repetitive and (SBP)
– Non-repetitive (NRSBP)

• One node accepts data from a certain node 
only if it is the first time it hears from that 
node

• Otherwise, data is forwarded to another node

• 3 Forward Rules Options
– Consecutive Forwarding (CF)
– Distance Consecutive Forwarding (DCF)
– Random Forwarding (RDF)



Fault Tolerance

• Single node failure
– K-1 fault tolerant
– Each node is backed up at k other nodes

• Random node failure
– Certain random set fails (i.e., all of “s”)
– Copies stored in k nodes

• very likely at least one of k to be outside of “s”
• Statistical likelihood of data failure very low

• Failure of geographical regions
– High probability backup exists in other 

region 



Research Results

• Ran 20 experiments with 200 nodes 
chosen at random

• Used these nodes for the DT and each of 
the ST calculations (MinDLTR, MaxDLTR, 
RLTR, RRTL)

• Calculated differences between various 
storage back-up load methods
– CF outperformed DCF & RDF
– MinDLTR and HorDLTR were best trees
– NRSBP outperforms SBP



Critique (Discussion)

• Issues with authors’ proposal
– What’s wrong with their approach to problem
– Ditto for their solution

• What could have been done better?
– Best results were from MinDLTR and HorDLTR, but 

don’t present the latter
– Fail to clearly discuss repetitive vs non-repetitive 

loads (results but no explanation of differences)

• Is there other research that contradicts their 
findings or devalues their research?

• Delaunay Triangulation cannot be computed 
locally: does this matter?



Conclusions (Discussion)

• Is this paper research-worthy?
• Recommend publish as is or change?
• What could be done as further work 

based on this paper?



Appendix
References & Additional 
Information
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